AIChE’s conferences deliver the highest quality technical discussions within various engineering and science communities. Depending on the meeting, attendees consist of experts and the future generation from industry, academia and government. The events balance time for technical presentations with networking to meet members of the community and build relationships.

Attendees are influencers and decision makers who come to the meeting to learn about new research and technology that can help to advance their work. AIChE’s conferences help to develop connections and communities within cutting-edge research areas related to chemical and biological engineering, sustainability, renewable energy and more.

**Sponsorship and Exhibits**

Conference sponsorship and exhibits offer your company an opportunity to *share your message, showcase your technical expertise, build relationships* and *generate leads*.

Sponsorship can include things like:

- Recognition on the meeting website and at the event to expand your brand presence
- Complimentary registrations to allow your employees to attend the event
- Sponsored sessions and talks to align your company with specific topics and share your insight
- Dedicated emails to attendees to make sure you get in front of the right people
- Interviews and blog posts to share your perspective on the industry
- Exhibit space to meet new contacts, develop relationships and generate leads during networking events
- Sponsored networking events, receptions and meetings

Agreements can be customized based on your conference goals and budget. Establish your company as an expert in the field, a thought leader and a solution provider to help organizations overcome the challenges they face.

*Contact sales@aiche.org to learn more.*